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ARTI EN SINT LUCAS (NOTITIES) [Exhibitions of] ‘Arti’ and ‘Sint Lucas’ (Notes)1 

Strumphler's 221 (portrait) is better than the other. Of Ms. Surie2 I liked her still life (223) and ‘Ziek-
geweest’ [??Convalescent] (132) ...  
 
 
1. These were the two main Amsterdam artists' associations - Jo Strumphler was a member of the latter, 
full name 'Vere[e]niging Sint Lucas' (Society of St Luke), which held annual exhibitions at the Stedelijk Museum. 
2. The better-known artist Coba (Jacoba) Surie (1879-1970) was Jo Strumphler’s first cousin. 
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„De Kunsthandel" [Art Trading], Bakkerstraat [in Arnhem] 

Exhibition of works by the ladies M. Franks, Amsterdam; Margot v Hasselt, Empe; E. M. Peters, 

Oosterbeek; J. Strumphfler, Amsterdam. 

     ‘Art Trading’ appears to be a courtly host, often welcoming female artists into its rooms; and the walls are joyfully 
adorned with paintings and drawings which bespeak womanly spirit and charm. [??And my years have not been so 
many, that's why I was not affected, so that I exhibit so as now arranged and where so many witnesses of this spirit 
and sweetness are present, also would not willingly miss.] All the more so here, since there is no doubt that the 
collected work of these four artists can in many ways be described as important. 
     The work of these ladies, as others have observed, has much in common – and yet it equally displays many 
differences in mindset, in nature and in artistry. 
 
 ...   ...   ...   ...   ...   ...   ... 
 
     Ms. Strumphler shows almost exclusively portraits, of which no. 28, an old farmer, is one of the best. This face 
with its high forehead is very fine in its expression of character. It is not just some photographic image, but a deeper 
look into the feel, the mind and the life of the sitter; this raises the whole work to a higher level. 
     There is one miss in the children's portrait no. 26, which is not so deeply felt. 
     The lady's portrait has a strong and spontaneous outside, but its inner values do not quite match it: the 
psychological aspect seems to me not so deeply felt as in the picture of the old farmer. 
      Her pastel drawings of boys’ and girls’ heads are of value. Of her still lives, the Rhododendrons struck me the 
most; the lushness of these flowers, close to full bloom with petals like trembling light planes, is depicted with 
beauty and delicacy.    v. B 
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Kunstzaal Brouwer [Arnhem] 
 
POSTHUMOUS EXHIBITION OF WORKS BY MISS S.J. STRUMPHLER 

 

     On the 2nd June 1938 there died in Arnhem, at the age of 60, Miss S.J. Strumphler. Although she’d already lived here for about 10 years, she was (except to a few 
initiates) a completely unknown artist in our midst. 
     It's amazing that this remarkable talent lived in such obscurity. Her work is currently exhibited, whose sporadic exhibitions at St. Luke, of which she had since her 
Amsterdam days been a member, published a picture shows how big it was talent. You can find her place among her contemporaries, like Coba Ritsema, Surie, Lizzy 
Ansingh, Mrs. Westendorp Osieck, and amid these Amsterdam painters she is not the least. 
     For although Ms. Strumphler’s last years were, as I’ve said, spent modestly at Arnhem, in her work she continued to belong in her mind to the Amsterdam school. In 
her youth she was a student of Professor [August] Allebé, the great and influential (in the artistic sense) teacher; and later Paul Rink and the strong colourist Martin 
Monnickendam. And the influence on her – and I use a masculine word deliberately – powerful work, deep in colour, is still to be recognized. However, the spirit of Allebé 
never fully left her as time went on: there remained in her colouring his delicacy of mind. 
     This exhibition, a respectful tribute to her memory, now reveals the most important of her work to the glare of the public eye – a place where, for its rare qualities, 
it rightly belongs. 
 From colour and composition already shows its eminent school. It is work of a painter, d. w. z. she thought and felt in full, ripe, warm colours. They undoubtedly led 
the brush with an enthusiastic temperament. 
 As we take a closer look at the various submissions, a preference for portraits and still lives is apparent. The few landscapes that hang here suggest that the 
atmosphere, the depths, the multitude of nuances overwhelmed her, so she was just difficult to view. But the still life, and human physiognomy – these she embraced; she 
gave expression to them, strong and suggestive. 
 There is, for example, the pretty Head of a Woman (no. 26), a beautiful impressionistic painting, the complexion of the jagged, blurred lighting, a lively mouth, the 
blue light fall of hair as a rest in the moving realism. 
 And the great portrait of Ms. M.F. (no. 2), painted in the vigorous, direct labour panache posture and stature, with all the vibrancy of the impressionists. Quieter, 
overall, is the portrait of Mr. H.G.S., in the age of peace, of knowledge, of fine intelligence. We post this figure already once in the sophisticated environment, where he 
undoubtedly lived in. 
 The temperamental painter of this every time we differentiate the distinction. Eyeful such a still life with apples on a cream-colored plate, red-purple, salmon-
coloured silk. What a simple and what a heat! Sometimes a party. There is a deep, almost a burning flare in that beautiful still life with zinnias in a red cloth (no. 4), it is in all 
its boldness to become something radiant and reign. 
 Another still life (no. 16) deserves our special attention. A lively composition has become this abundant, falling from shadow to light, warm gray, behind the 
transparent glass is atomized state. What sensitivity to colour had this artist! 
 This is reflected in the big still life with a red cabbage. How are prosaic things brought to a poetic spectacle in the eyes of an artist! Then there is the beautifully-
tuned still life with sea buckthorn and green glass, the strong colours still tied in a quiet through dreamed composition. In other still lives whenever we see an indefinable 
background the mysterious, silent in gray nebulization even thinner gray. 
 Although it seems the oil technique better suited her spontaneous nature, Ms. Strumphler also drew fine portraits in pastel, and in them she avoided the danger of 
the soft and sentimental. Among them a very lively, if sketchy portrait of a young man stands out. 
 A visit to this exhibition is recommended – it runs until November 6. It acquaints us with an artist of fine talent, one who is sadly departed, but whose spiritual 
legacy will surely live on.     J.W. 

  


